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MESSAGE FROM THE
TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR
It’s nearly April and we’ve had another fantastic
start of the year. We’ve launched a new Bass Social
Series, created new divisions in the Bream Series,
introduced a fairer qualifying system for the Hobie
Fishing World Championship as well as receiving
record attendances at events across the country.
It’s been a very busy few months indeed.
The team is now preparing for the Tasmanian leg
of the Bream series before it’s head on into Hobie
Fishing Worlds preparation.
As always thanks to our dealer network and our
great sponsors, Daiwa, Berkley, Atomic, Lowrance,
Rhino-Rack, Power-Pole, Ecogear, StrikePro,
Yamatoyo, TT Lures, Mortgage Corp, Hog’s Breath
Café and ABT, without whose support, these events
would not be possible.
See you on the water!

Steve Fields
Tournament Director
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TACKLE BOX
PRESSO ROLLING CRANK JUNIOR

J-BRAID #BEASTRONGFIGHTER

Good things come in very small packages with
the new Presso Rolling Crank Junior. Precision
designed and highly refined the Junior model
combines finesse style colour schemes and
baitfish patterns with superb cast ability to
deliver anglers a new ultra small snack sized
crankbait option.

Whether you’re an ‘Urban Warrior’, or your
battleground is the big blue. It’s just you against
the fish - with bragging rights on the line,
there’s no margin for compromise.

Rolling Crank Junior stands out from the pack.
Beside the diminutive size, the Junior produces
a high vibration with an enticing, tight action and
crash dives to a metre, ensuring anglers get the
lure down to the right depth quickly.
Featuring Daiwa’s super sharp, high penetration
SaqSas trebles this is the crank that’ll make
bream and trout tremble with fear and anglers
shake with excitement. Ultra Finesse cranking
has never looked this good.

Introducing J-Braid from Daiwa. Made in Japan.
Soft. Supple. Strong.
Delivering strength and quality in perfect
harmony, to let you be a strong fighter.

FEATURES:
• 8 strand Weave
• PE
• small diameter
• round profile
• super smooth
• Maximum abrasion resistance
• Maximum Casting distance
• Low stretch
• Chartreuse or Multi Coloured
(metered in 10, 5 & 1m increments)
• 150-1500m spools

Official Newsletter of Hobie Fishing Australasia.
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TACKLE BOX
STRIKE PRO HOT DOG 65

WESTIN PLATYPUS 100MM DR

BOOMERANG TOOL
MID SIZE ZINGER WITH CARABINER

The new Strike Pro Hot Dog 65 has been designed by the Strike
Pro Australia Pro Tournament team in conjunction with Strike
Pro and has just been released in time for the summer top
water bite.

The Platypus DR is the latest recruit to the Westin
stables. It’s 100mm long and crash dives to 4m
on a constant retrieve but on a twitch and pause
retrieve the Platypus Dr will slowly float in the
zone longer to trigger those aggressive strikes.
It has a build in long cast system that allows
anglers to cast distance and accurately with ease.
The unique sonic rattles, the trademark Westin
Platypus Wobble and the hand painted detailed
colours will call out and entice even the biggest
predator into eating this one.

Zingers are a great way to keep tools handy, but sometimes the
small zingers aren’t enough and this is where the Mid Size Zinger
with Carabiner from Boomerang Tool will excel. It is ideal for
keeping fishing tools handy, securing keys and other important
items, attaching gear to your boat or kayak and the light weight zinc
carabiner means it can quickly, easily and securely be attached to
almost anything.

The Hot Dog 65 is a Walk the Dog style top water lure that has a
superb action and sits perfectly at rest. It is smaller in size and
is thinner in diameter than its contemporaries so it imitates a
prawn perfectly and is a smaller bite size so it improves the
strike and hook up rate on species like Bream and Bass.
The Hot Dog 65 is 6.5cm long, weighs 4grams and is available
in 6 natural colours. It is deadly on Bream and Bass but also
superb on species such as Estuary Perch, Saratoga and Trout.

AVAILABLE IN 6 COLOURS

These lures are a must have once the Prawns start running as
the weather warms up.

• Length: 100mm

www.jurofishing.com

• Depth: 2-4m

This zinger is built to survive the elements, featuring a polycarbonate
case, 24” heavy duty Kevlar cord, USA made quality and it has
been proven to last over 1-million pulls! If you are looking
to secure items to yourself, your vessel or your
vehicle, check out the range of Boomerang
Tool
and
T-Reign
products
at
www.tackletactics.com.au.

• Weight: 16g
• RRP: $18.95
• www.jml.net.au/spdtView.asp?nid=598

SRP: $24.95

Official Newsletter of Hobie Fishing Australasia.
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TACKLE BOX
2.5” POWERBAIT T-TAIL SHAD

3B FAT DOG (NEW COLOURS)

The new Powerbait T-Tail Shad features a classic ribbed
worm body profile with ribbed. Proven fish takers, the
T-Tail Shad’s T-shaped rear end has a tight vibrating
action at the slowest of retrieves. On the drop or on the
hop, the T-Tail Shad tail vibrates and flutters lifelike
action that is irresistible to fish.

A classic fat slow roller or twitch bait, the Fat Dog gives
you two diving depths to choose from for two completely
different fishing options. The Deep Fat Dog is a gun rock
wall and tree snag specialist. With a crazy deep bib to
smash into the structure and wake the fish up letting you
know when you’re right in the mix, this fast diving HB will
serve you well when you have a deep short window strike
zone. The Shallow Fat Dog is a blast and a half to fish! You
can’t go wrong with this round ball of plastic and steel.

Fish the Berkley Powerbait T-Tail Shad for trophy trout
and mega bass with confidence and it is suited to match
the Berkley Nitro Jigheads.
Each Powerbait T-Tail Shad is also loaded with Berkley’s
exclusive Powerbait scent and flavor formula, which
causes fish to hold on 18x longer, so you can feel more
bites and set more hooks.

• New colours in a new T-Tail shape
• Slim, soft body for a fuller action
• Fine tail to give the perfect ‘wiggle’
The Powerbait Pro Shad comes in 6 exciting colours
which is the Black Silver Fleck, Watermelon, Green Gold,
Sardine Shiner, Pink Glitter and Brown Pumpkinseed
Fleck.

Pick one, tie it on, chuck it out and start winding….any
other questions? Seriously, it doesn’t matter what you
want to catch, you will be more than likely catch it on
the shallow Fat Dog. Fantastic lure for flats or over weed
beds, from trout to bream and everything in-between.
The 3B Fat Dog series comes with OWNER #14 ST36BC
trebles & #0 P04 Ring.

3B SHALLOW FAT DOG

3B DEEP FAT DOG

• Length : 38mm

• Length : 38mm

• Weight : 3.5gm

• Weight : 4gm

• Depth : 1m

• Depth : 2.5m

The Redeye Express, 12 Gauge, Toxic Sushi and Linch
Pin are the 4 new additional colours that comes in both
shallow and deep Fat Dog ranges.
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SYDNEY
ROUND 4: NEW SOUTH WALES

HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES 2016

Sunday 20th March saw the numbers of the
Sydney round doubled from the 2015 season,
with 66 kayak anglers from New South Wales,
the Australian Capital Territory and Victoria.
Anglers blasted through the Power-Pole
starting gates and out onto the head waters
of the Georges River and the south western
reaches of Botany Bay in the first “One Day
Wonder” of the 2016 season.
27 anglers in Atomic round 4 hauled aboard
full bags, which was four bream on the day.
A total of 149 fish with a combined weight of
78.32kg were brought to the scales after a day
of fishing, Tough conditions tested anglers
kayak handling skills with strong winds and
driving rain coming in around midday, adding
an extra unpleasant condition which lasted
until the end of the day.
Anglers were chasing the round win, a place
in the Australian Championship, Angler of
the Year and Rankings points as they headed
to their preferred starting locations at 7am.
The vast majority headed to Woolooware
Bay with its oyster racks, mangrove, flats
and derelict boat hulls. Others split in small

numbers heading under the Captain Cook
Bridge to fish boat hulls around a number of
mooring sites and a small group headed into
the edge of Botany Bay itself.
At the end of one of the toughest days on the
water this season the Lowrance Leaderboard
was headed by Brad Chin from Heathcote in
New South Wales with an impressive 4 bream
bag weighing 3.28kg, taking home $1100.
Chin also picked up a bonus $100, taking out
the Hogs Breath Cafe Boss Hog Big Bream
(the biggest fish of the tournament), the
Atomic monster weighed in at 1.43kg the
heaviest bream caught at any round so far in
2016.
At the end of the day Chin held a 350g weight
advantage over second place finisher Simon
Morley, from Bulli in New South Wales, who
bagged 4 bream for 2.93kg and round 3
winner Carl Dubois from Sydney continued
a successful run of performances, netting
a 4 bream bag at 2.86kg and third place, his
second podium finish in the last two rounds
of the series.
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CHIN’S ATOMIC EXPLOSION
Decked out in Atomic gear from head his Atomic
fingertips it was a touch of irony that Chin
blasted his way to win the Atomic round, his first
time ever to compete in the bream series.

PLAN OF ATTACK.
Chin said that he went into the one day
tournament with a well thought out game plan
in mind.
“I was always going to fish Kogarah Bay, blading
around the boat hulls and hitting their anchor
blocks and using deep cranks along the edges.”
“I stuck to my plan and for most of the day and
I was basically there by myself, I only ever saw
a couple of other competitors. The plan worked
well, but the wind today was a bit of a factor
because I was using the Hobie MirageDrive the
whole time when I was facing into the wind,
casting into the bow of the boats and bringing
the blades back. I couldn’t have done it without
the MirageDrive.”

“When I moved from the boats, the edges I found
today were pretty (bouldery) so I was throwing
the hard body at them and slow rolling over the
boulders waiting for the hit to come on.”
“I had a few mishaps during the day, my home
made live well broke while I was out there. I
overcame the problem by emptying out my
drinking water bottle and continually topping
up the water with it. It was a homemade live
well and so now I’ve won, I’ve got myself a bit of
money to buy myself a new Hobie Livewell XL…a
proper one (laughs). Despite the draw backs I
ended up getting some good fish so overall I
had a cracker of a day.”
“I got back early because there were a couple
of fish I was a bit worried about so I ended up
standing out in the water for an hour and a half
swimming a couple of fish in a net to keep them
healthy. I was happy to see them swim away
strongly after the weigh-in.”
“What a great event this was despite the
weather, Hobie has the reputation of putting

on great kayak events, and I mainly do boating
events, but I reckon this would have to be
one of the best events going around, a great
production. I’ll definitely be having a go at a few
more”
“If I get permission from my wife I might have
a go at the Hobie Fishing Worlds rounds next
year.”

WINNING WAYS.
“I think the Blade gave me the edge today. The
Atomic blades are my go to lures and seem to
work really well, especially in that Hay U colour,
it’s definitely one of my favourites.”

WINNING TACKLE
• Line: Unitika Bream Super PE Jr 8lb
• Leader: Unitika Silver Thread FC 4lb
• Rod: Samurai Reaction RE181-70 7ft 3-6lb
• Reel: Shimano Stradic CI4 1000F
• Lure/s: Atomic Hardz Metalz 35 1/8oz – Hay
U and Hardz Bream Crank 38 Double Deep –
Ghost Brown Shad.

MORLEY MONSTERS HIS WAY TO
SECOND
2015 Australian kayak Angler of the Year Simon
Morley worked the magic that won him many
podium finishes last year, landing him into the
top three for the first time in the current series.
“I was pretty happy really with how I went today,
I got a fair few fish. I caught 2 legal fish early
and a lot of small fish and I jagged my big one
about a quarter to nine, which was really good.
It took a bit longer to get my fourth legal to fill
my bag. From then on I slowly upgraded all
day and overall I probably caught 10 legals and
maybe 15 smaller fish”.
“From the start I headed straight over (from
the event site) to the Woolooware oyster racks
and I stayed there the whole day. I fished using
a Daiwa Steez 2560 reel on 13 Fish Envy Black
rods and I caught most of my fish on Atomic
Hardz. That combination really worked for me
today, just slow rolling the Atomic hardbodies”.

Official Newsletter of Hobie Fishing Australasia.
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“The weather was fantastic (laughing)
everybody loves a bit of rain, right? There was
plenty of wind too, but I actually like the wind
because it makes the fish feel safe and lets
them come out and play a bit better. It can be
a bit painful in heavy wind and because of it I
had to keep pedaling non-stop all day. But I
used the wind to my advantage and I think the
fish were more interested when I threw low
trajectory casts into the wind and worked it
back slowly with the wind and waves. I reckon
without that technique I wouldn’t have caught
nearly as many fish”.

HOG’S BREATH CAFE, BOSS HOG, BIG
BREAM WINNER
Round winner, Brad Chin pigged out this
round and weighed in the tournament’s
biggest fish, a 1.43kg bream, taking another
$100.00 home for his efforts with the Hog’s
Breath Cafe Boss Hog Big Bream cheque. He
caught the Boss Hog using an Atomic Hardz
Metalz 35 1/8oz – Hay U.

DIVISIONS
The divisions that are encouraging new
anglers, women, youth and old hands to
try their skills in tournament kayak fishing
were once again on offer this round. Division
winners to take home impressive sponsor
prize packs loaded with goodies including a
Hobie Yoke PFD.
Congratulations go to the winners for the
Atomic round:

• Youth (16-21)–James Morgan (NSW)
• Women’s–Tracey Wright (NSW)
• Grand Masters (65+)–Brian Rutledge (NSW)

FIRST TIMERS
This year Hobie Fishing have been
encouraging “First Timer” competitors to
enter tournament kayak fishing with free
entry into the Hobie Kayak Bream Series
events. The Atomic round over the weekend
saw the largest number of new entries this
season with 7 new anglers joining the old
hands. Well done on a really hard day on the
water to the whole group and Hobie Fishing
hopes to see you all back in future rounds.
The top “First Timer’ at the end of the
tournament taking home a Hobie Fishing
Jersey and a Hobie Cap was:
First Timer – Allen Delaney (NSW)

MORTGAGE CORP DOOR PRIZE
The “One Dayer”, Mortgage Corp Door Prize
for round 4, went to Justine Belobraydich who
was able to finish her first Hobie tournament,
a day that was a real struggle, on a high note
taking away the Mortgage Corp Picnic Pack.
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MALLACOOTA
ROUND 3: VICTORIA

HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES 2016

MALLACOOTA FIRES UP FOR THE MORTGAGE CORP ROUND OF THE
2016 HOBIE® KAYAK BREAM SERIES PRESENTED BY DAIWA
March 5 and 6 saw 93 kayak anglers from New
South Wales, the Australian Capital Territory,
Victoria and South Australia hit the legendary
fishing town of Mallacoota in Victoria’s East
for what was to be an exceptional weekend’s
fishing.
The Mortgage Corp, Round 3, of the Hobie
Kayak Bream Series delivered the goods.
A massive 134 full bags of three bream. A
total of 458 fish with a combined weight of
307.42kg were brought to the scales over the
weekend.
While anglers were looking for the round
win, they were also chasing a spot in
the Australian Championship as well as
qualifying points towards the 6th Hobie
Fishing World Championship to be held later
this year and another, yet to be announced
international event.
On both days, anglers headed off from the
Power-Pole Start Line, splitting up with half
the field heading for Top Lake & The Narrows
and the other half opting for Bottom Lake
and the flats leading to it.

On Day 1, Tony Pettie from Traralgon in
Victoria sat at the top of the Lowrance
Leaderboard with a solid 3 bream bag
weighing 3.01kg, as well as, leading the Boss
Hog that weighed 1.15kg. At the close of
weigh in, there was less than 500g separating
the top 13 and only 750g separating the top
20. Coming in to day two it was still anyone’s
prize for the taking.
Ultimately it was Carl Dubois from Sydney
who scooped the top prize with 6 Bream for
a total weight of 5.47kg. Tony Pettie held on
to second place with 6 for 5.44kg and third
place went to Josh Kilmas from Victoria with
6 for 5.20kg.
Dubois pushed through from second place
on day one to take the title, scoring himself a
sponsors prize pack, a $2,590.00 pay cheque
and 100 points towards qualifying for the 6th
Hobie Fishing World Championships for his
weekend’s work. Dubois also took out the
Hog’s Breath Cafe, Boss Hog Big Bream
award with his 1.20kg bag kicker on day two,
adding another $100.00 to his prize tally.
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IT WAS NECK AND NECK BUT
DUBOIS CAME OUT ON TOP.
When asked about his tournament Dubois said…
“I loved it! This is my first time here and I’ve heard so many
good reports about the location. It was awesome that this year
everything fell into place and I could come down and fish it. I’ve
had a great comp! “
“Pre-fish was a fairly average day, I only got about 6 legals but
the actual competition days were just great! I got my bag nice
and early and caught about 10 or 11 legals each day.”

PLAN OF ATTACK.
“My plan was to get to the flats for the early bite while the light
was still low, I thought they’d be on the flat and they were. Using
2.5” Z-Man GrubZ in bloodworm I had my bag within 20 minutes
each day. I just wanted to lock in my bag early and search for the
bigger ones later.”

DAY 1.
“The big fish all came from about 2.1m depth on a Gladiator
purple and black Shiver Vibe. The rest of my bag came from over
the flats in around 1.5m on an Evergreen Tiny Predator, they look
a bit like an OSP Dunk with a green back and a cream belly.”

DAY 2.
“On day 2 the bream were going after the Shiver Vibe and it
seemed like they went after a bit more noise so I put on the
Jackal Chubby Vibe in Purple and Black and I think that bit of
extra noise was what they wanted and they just zeroed in on it
and that’s what I got the big fish on today.”

qualifying score Dubois is sitting on 159 points with the Forster
round still on his calendar, there’s still plenty of work to do to
claim a spot for Worlds. “I’d love to qualify for Worlds. I don’t
know where it is but if I get in I’m going!!!”

TONY PETTIE TAKES IT TO THE WIRE

• Leader: Reloaded BASS FC 6lb

The winner of last year’s Mallacoota round, Tony Pettie came
extremely close to a repeat performance for 2016 and took it all
the way to the wire following up his impressive day one bag of
3.01kg with another 2.44 kg on day two that eventually landed
him in second place.

• Rod and reel: Gladiator Psyborg matched to a Psyborg 2000
reel.

Tony had a great weekend on the water from pre-fish through to
the final results.

WINNING TACKLE
• Line: Braid – Gosen PE 9lb.

• Scent: Squidgy.
• Lure/s:Gladiator Shiver Vibe in purple and black, Jackal
Chubby Vibe in Purple and Black & Evergreen Tiny Predator.

WINNING WAYS
“With the Tiny Predator I was going for long casts and cranking
it down quick to get it deep to the bottom and then used a slow
roll to keep it digging into the bottom. With the vibes I was using
subtle, little, lifts only 4-5” and keeping the slow roll going as
well.”
This is Dubois’ second Worlds qualifying round after fishing
Bemm River in January, with another 100 points towards his

“I started off on pre-fish and went to Goodwin Sands and found
some fish, so I marked them up and moved on to Tea Tree Point.
I found fish there and then went around towards Howe Bight,
I couldn’t scratch a fish there so I struck a plan to go to “The
Sands” first up on day one and it paid off.”
“On day one, I headed to “The Sands” and found a patch. I had
my bag and my big one within 8 casts. Then I went behind “The
Sands” and picked up a couple more and then picked up another
couple here and there over the course of the day.”

Official Newsletter of Hobie Fishing Australasia.
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“On day two, I wanted to mirror my day one
plan so I went to “The Sands” again but there
were no fish there. I managed to get a couple
of small ones but it struck me it was going to
be tough.”
“I went behind “The Sands” to where I’d
fished in last year’s competition. I got three
fish there and upgraded a couple of times,
then from 11:30 that was it, only small ones
from there.”
“I was in the second group to return for
weigh-in and as I was coming in I could hear
what Carl had weighed in and I knew there
was only 40-50 grams in it and it was going
to be close. I was actually speed fishing for
the last 10 minutes to try and get another
upgrade out the front but unfortunately it
didn’t happen, but it was still an awesome
comp. Congratulations to Carl on a great
Result.”

HOG’S BREATH CAFE, BOSS
HOG BIG BREAM AWARD
Round winner, Carl Dubois pigged out and
weighed in the tournament’s biggest fish, a
1.20kg bream, taking another $100.00 home
for his efforts with the Hog’s Breath Cafe
Boss Hog Big Bream cheque. He caught the
Boss Hog on day 2 of the tournament using a
Jackal Chubby Vibe in Purple and Black.

DIVISIONS
This year, Hobie has introduced divisions to
the series as an exciting way to encourage
new anglers to try their hand at tournament
kayak fishing. All anglers compete in the
general open category but there are also
Youth (16-21), Women’s, Masters (60-64) and
Grand Masters (65+) divisions which provide
another layer of incentive to anglers. Division
winners take home sponsor prize packs.
Stephen Pryke from Victoria took out the
Youth Division with 6 for 4.45kg.
Tracey Wright from New South Wales landed
the Women’s Division with a 3.08kg bag.
Masters Division winner Gary Hanson from
Victoria scooped the top spot in his class with
6 for 4.35 and the Grand Masters Division
went to long time competitor Brian Rutledge
from New South Wales who landed the
biggest bag on day two and third biggest bag
of the competition with 2.84kg giving him a
total weight of 4.42kg for 6 bream.

MORTGAGE CORP MONSTER
MOVER
The Mortgage Corp Monster Mover for Round
3 went to Alan Osbourne who improved his
day one score by 1.8kg and took home a
Mortgage Corp picnic pack for his efforts.
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HOBIE FISHING NEWSLETTER

SUBSCRIBE
NOW
For an in depth update on everything that’s happening within the
Hobie Kayak Fishing tournament scene and more, subscribe to the
newsletter and have it delivered, direct to your inbox, every month!
Don’t forget, you can also download past issues and catch up on
everything that’s happened so far.

GRAB YOUR PAST ISSUES NOW
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BLACKWOOD RIVER
ROUND 2: WESTERN AUSTRALIA

HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES 2016

ENGEL ROUND 2 OF THE 2016 HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES WAS LOCATED ON THE MIGHTY BLACKWOOD RIVER AND KICKED OFF IN NEAR PERFECT
CONDITIONS FOR THE 44 COMPETING ANGLERS. COME THE 10AM START AND ANGLERS WERE GREETED WITH PLENTY OF SUNSHINE AND A RISING
TIDE, THE ONLY OBSTACLE WAS GOING TO BE THE POSSIBILITY OF AN INCREASING WIND THROUGHOUT EACH DAY’S SESSION.
Most of the anglers had made the trek down
to the Blackwood River the day before to take
advantage of the navigation only day. This
allowed anglers to get out on the water and
have a look at the conditions in the areas they
were hoping to fish and make a plan if they had
not already done so.
Come 5pm and whilst a fantastic crowd watched
the completion of day one, most of the stories
had a common theme amongst the returning
anglers, and this was of big bust offs and what
ifs. Which is certainly not uncommon for the
Blackwood River with the resident bream quite
angry and unforgiving when it comes to Kayak
fisherman, so those that were able to tame a
few beasts were certainly going to come out on
top.

Finding himself at the top of the leader board
on day one was Massimo Salomone with a great
bag of 3 bream for 2.090kg; Massimo targeted
the deep snags that line the river around the ski
area to compile his bag of keepers, although
not getting big numbers of fish, he had one
39cm bream that held the overnight lead for big
bream coming in at .905 grams.
Sitting in second place overnight was Barry
Brownrigg who compiled a nice bag of 3 bream
for 1.925kg; Barry went with a different plan and
chased a surface bite on some of the numerous
flats that surround Molloy Island.
Holding down third spot and putting himself
in pretty good position for day two was Brett
Ozanne with 3 bream for 1.730kg; Brett also
targeted the flats and snags around Molloy
Island and the lower reaches of the river.

With the bacon and eggs sandwiches, coffee and
lunch packs the 44 anglers (some looking worse
for wear) were raring to go come the 7am chase
start. Most of the anglers were aware that if you
could find, hook and actually boat a couple of
the beasts the Blackwood is renowned for then
the tournament could still be anyone’s.

Sitting in 10th spot overnight with 3 bream for
1.225kg, Greg’s day two bag of 2.720kg gave him
a combined total of 6 bream for 3.945kg, and put
him right in the thick of things for top honours.
He just had to wait three hours before watching
every angler fall short of the mark he had set
(at 11am).

Presenting himself to the weigh station at least
three hours early at 11am was Greg Cooper,
who was experiencing a few issues with his
live well and also his kayak filling with water.
So with a small crowd in attendance and all his
fellow anglers still on the water, Greg brought
up to the weigh master the biggest bag of the
weekend with 3 bream for 2.720kg, his bag also
included a contender for Big Bream with his
biggest bream weighing in at .960 grams.

And fall short they did, Greg stormed from 10th
spot on day one, to win by over a kilo. When
asked how his weekend had gone and whether
he had followed a plan, Greg replied “I did a pre
fish a while ago out of my tinny, so I got to have a
good look at a lot of the ground, which certainly
helped me plan my weekend. On the first day I
headed upriver and fished around the ski area, I
pulled my first keeper at 11am on an OSP Dunk
in Gold, I was just working the deep snags with a
constant slow roll trying to stay near the bottom.
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But to have a 32cm in the well after an hour
I was pretty happy with my start to the day.
After that it was slim pickings for me, but I
managed to boat two small keepers to give
me a bag. To be sitting in 10th place after day
1, I was pretty happy with that”
“Day two I had a bit of a different plan,
because I was fishing out of a Malibu Kayak.
It meant I was restricted to paddle power but
also meant I could get up on the flats and fish
a fair bit shallower than the Hobie kayaks. I
wanted to target the flats around the back of
Molloy Island as it would also have been out
of the wind (which gave me plenty of grief on
day one). It was pretty early, roughly about
7.30am when I pinned my first keeper on and
OSP Bent Minnow in the G76 colour”.
“I was retrieving it with some slow twitches
and plenty of pauses but I was happy to have
one the boat early and just moved around
targeting the sand patches amongst the
shallow weed. I filled my bag with two more
quite early and added four or five upgrades
before 10.30 when I noticed I was having
dramas with my live well. When I was
monitoring that I noticed my yak had also
filled with plenty of water. So the decision
was made to leave them biting and try to
make a mad dash back to the weigh in, which
I only just managed without sinking”.
“So to come in at 11am whilst leaving them
biting I didn’t think I was much of a chance,
especially sitting in 10th, but after weighing
in 2.720kg I would have been very happy just
to make it into the top 3 or 5, but to take the

win and qualify for the Hobie Kayak Bream
Series Australian Championships I’m very
happy”.
Greg used a Protactic Copper Head 5kg Rod
and an Edge ISR 703 Rod, each of these were
matched to a Daiwa Certate 2500 that was
loaded with Varivas 14lb Egging braid. At the
business end was 8lb Bream special leader.
Greg also used an FG and loop knot as his go
to knots for the weekend.
“When asked if he had anyone to thank,
besides the organisers he made special
mention of his superannuation which has
given him the most freedom to chase bream”.
This also being a Hobie World Kayak
Championship qualifying round, Greg (along
with others) has the choice to travel interstate
and chase two more good results in Hobie
Fishing World Championship qualifiers, and
possibly make it into the top 6 (best 3 of 5
rounds) who will also get a Hobie Fishing
World Championship berth.
In second place and becoming a regular at
the Hobie Kayak Bream Series Australian
Championships was Rob Sgambelluri
weighing in 6 bream for 2.925kg. One of the
very few anglers who had never fished the
river before he really didn’t come down with
much of a plan, he was quite wary of the
angry bream after stories he had heard, but
didn’t suffer the same problems as many of
the other anglers.
Rob found himself sitting just outside the top
10 after day one and when asked how his day
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had gone he replied “I pulled my first keeper
about 30 minutes into the session, I’d only
ventured up river to just before the ski area
and was throwing an OSP Dunk. I was just
working it deep with a real slow twitch before
hooking what ended up being a 28cm, I was
expecting a better fight after some of the
stories but I didn’t have any issues boating
my keepers”.
“Within 30 minutes I picked up another two
keepers in the same area all around the
same size, it was pretty slow for the rest of
the day before I got my only upgrade in the
late afternoon, this came on a darker colour
OSP Dunk. I was happy to have 3 in the well
when I headed back, and quite content to be
around the top 10 for a river I had never seen
before”.
When asked how day two went, Rob replied
“I thought I would just head back to the same
area I had fished the day before, hitting a few
likely spot on the way. Probably about 7.30am
and about 300m from the start I hooked my
first keeper on the first cast of the day, I was
surprised to get one so early and it certainly
helped with the confidence”.
“It was probably another hour before I pinned
my next keeper, this was on an Ecogear SX 48
whilst I was casting parallel to a reed bank,
I was working the lure back a lot faster than
I had been and a nice bream couldn’t resist
it. It was probably another 30 minutes before

I secured my third keeper, which was back
on the OSP Dunk, it was a good fight and I
really thought he would be bigger than what
he actually was”.
“I picked up two more small upgrades over
the next couple of hours but after that it went
quiet, and I didn’t hit another keeper for the
day, the hot bite for me was early and it really
shut down from 11.30am onwards. I headed
back to the weigh in not sure where I would
finish up, I thought some big bags would
come in today and I’d be happy to break
into the top 10, but to finish up in second is
awesome”.
Robert used a 2 4kg Catana rod, matched
to a Shimano Stradic 2500, this was loaded
10lb Daiwa braid and finished off with
7lb Fluorocarbon leader attached with a
FG knot. Rob thanked Getaway Camping
for sponsoring the event as well as the
organisers for their efforts.
In third place and only angler to maintain
a top 3 position from day one was Barry
Brownrigg, Barry backed up his day one bag
of 1.925kg with two keepers that weighed
.990 grams and kept him in front of a packed
leader board. In fact Barry only secured 3rd
place on a count back from renowned bream
angler Alex Griesdorf. This was separated on
the biggest individual day bag, which went to
Barry on his fantastic day one bag that had
him sitting in second place overnight.
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When asked how his weekend had gone Barry
replied, “Day one went fantastic, I pre fished
about four months ago, so I came up with the
idea to try and fish surface all weekend, and
target the shallower flats around the lower
reaches and Molloy Island. I pinned my first
keeper at 11am on the Hurricane Banana, I
would throw a couple of twitches in and then
some big pauses before they would smash
it. I got my second keeper about 30 minutes
later doing the exact same thing, before
changing to a Zipbait Tiny in Red, I would
fish it around the shallow snags and try and
slow roll it back to the yak. That proved the
undoing of my third keeper, so I was happy to
have a bag of 3 on day one”.
“I picked up about four upgrades for the
afternoon nothing big, just bit by bit. Three
came on the Zipbait Tiny and the other on
the Hurricane, so to weigh in 1.925kg and be
sitting in second place was fantastic.”
When asked how day two had gone, Barry
replied “not quite the same as day one, I tried
to replicate what I did on day one, but it just
wasn’t working. I changed to the Zipbait Tiny
and pulled two keepers out of the shallow
snags. Besides that it was rats for the rest
of the day, when I got back and heard what
Greg’s bag of 3 had gone, I wasn’t holding
much hope of staying near the top of the
leaderboard. Then to beat Alex in a countback
and qualify for the Australian Kayak Grand
Final, I am very excited.”

Barry used a T Curve 1 3kg rod matched to
a Shimano Sustain 1000, this was loaded
with 10lb Castaway braid. Barry’s other rod
of choice was his Gladiator Cyborg 1 3kg,
matched to a Shimano Stradic 1000, this
was loaded with 6lb Nanofil. On the business
end of bnoth combos was 6lb VHard leader
attached with an Improved Albright knot.
Barry wanted to thank Getaway, Hobie and
WAFM for all their efforts in bringing the
comps to WA.
The Getaway $250 Big Bream was taken out
by the eventual winner Greg Cooper with a
very nice bream of .960 grams, this was part
of his day two bag and fell victim to the OSP
Bent Minnow.
Taking out the Womens division and making
it two on the trot was Michelle Pardini, whilst
the Junior division was taken out by Mirek
Soucek and last but not least was the Senior
division that was taken out by Steve Owens,
who actually missed the top 5 by 20 grams.
A big thanks goes to all the anglers for making
the effort to head to the Blackwood River for
this round, as well as the Sponsors for this
round, Getaway Outdoors. Their support of
the kayak events is very appreciated.
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The MirageDrive® has revolutionised
kayak angling by allowing you to fish as
you pedal the kayak with your feet. Now
with Glide Technology, resistance is
further reduced, giving you more power
per stroke for a smoother, more efficient
ride than ever before. Now more than
ever, you belong on a Hobie!

FIND A DEALER NEAR YOU
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HOBIE MIRAGE
PRO
ANGLER
17T
AN AUSSIE KAYAK LOVERS PERSPECTIVE
By Rob Paxevanos

I recently had the chance to have
a proper test run in Hobie’s latest
Fishing Kayak, the Pro Angler 17
Tandem, and it’s now obvious there
are some new fishing scenarios that
this craft has catered for.
For a start, there is the ‘Tandem’ Factor.
You see, whilst the single seated Hobie Pro
Anglers have taken kayak fishing to a whole
new level, they are still single-seaters. To
get around this in the single PA’s, I happily
carted around a small kid or two, and even
dinked my smallest camera men on the
bow (in the days before Go Pros...), but with
growing kids, I now need more room when I
want to bring them along.
I’m thinking that there are lot of other keen
anglers out there who might also like a full
on tandem fishing kayak, so they can fish
properly with a mate, take their betterhalf fishing in comfort...(or take the kids
kayaking so that the better half can have a
kid free break!). A standard tandem Kayak

ticks these lists, as do a number of single
kayaks, but the Tandem Pro Angler makes it
a whole new kayak fishing experience beyond
compare…and gives you the tools to catch
many more fish.
You see I own a tandem Oasis (by Hobie), and
use it lots; it’s a great craft, but sometimes I
miss the extra features of my single seated
Pro Angler such as storage, the horizontal
rod holders, lots more room, and the ability
to stand up easily to stretch the legs and/or
sight fish. Fact is the Pro Angler Single Seat
kayaks have spoilt me on these fronts, so the
minute I saw the new Pro Angler Tandem, my
eye brows pricked up.
During testing I was very pleased to find
the PA 17T has more room than I could’ve
imagined….. enough for two mates and
couple of swags for example, a kid or three,
10 rods (yes 10 rods) and all the supplies
you’ll ever need. Furthermore stability is
simply AWESOME when you want to stand
up, even for people who have never stood up
in a yak before!
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Most surprisingly, it is extremely maneuverable;
it goes where you want it to thanks to a brilliant
rudder and keel system. Furthermore with two
Mirage drives, one can be installed in reverse,
meaning that with just a little practice, you can
turn in the area the size of a back yard pool. Not
a lot of XL kayaks that can do that!

SPECS:
The PA 17T is as the name suggests 17 feet
long (5.2m) and has a width of 1.1m. It weights
around 105 kg when rigged up and can take a
massive load of 408 kg!

FEATURES:
Too long to list here, but includes the new
Vantage XT Seats which amongst other things
are fully adjustable (even the lumbar support)
and are up off the floor to keep your bum comfy
and dry. The H Rail system is also worth a
mention; this allows easy fitting of any gadget
you like (sounders brackets, cup holders,
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angled trolling rod holders, cameras holders,
phones holders etc WITHOUT THE NEED TO
DRILL HOLES!).
Importantly, like many current model Hobies
they come Lowrance Sounder/GPS ready, so you
can easily fit these, or have the dealer fit them
for you. Again the level of thought and tweaking
is incredible, right down to the recessed area
that protects your precious transducer.
Note that while you can get away with a basic
sounder may I suggest a Lowrance structure
scan. I say this because while the PA 17T is a
big kayak, it is still much more maneuverable
and faster than a petrol powered bass boat
running on the electric fishing motor. Utilising
the structure scan on this Hobie means you
can really sneak and scan multiple spots at
unbeatable speed and kayak signal clarity until
you know just which spot has good fish on it.
Brilliant stuff!! It is also worth noting that the
hull and all the features/accessories simply
wouldn’t work as well without the remarkable

Mirage Drive system.
The speed, power/
economy and shallow water access that this
foot pedal system offers, is still unmatched,
and the new ‘Mirage Drive Glide’ technology has
further increased Hobies lead on this front.
Having two of the new Mirage drives in the
PA 17T expands the possibilities further: both
anglers can fish even when there is racing
current or strong wind without stopping to pick
up a paddle. To give you an example cruising
at 6 knots is about as strenuous as a stroll in
the park. This beauty almost planes if you both
pedal hard!
This PA 17T also offers a multitude of seating
configurations but my fav so far is both seats
facing each other; known as social seating. This
is a very personable way to fish...I kid you not, I
am tickled pink just thinking about how much
fun this is compared with having to yell at your
mate in the front, or turn back all the time to see
what your mate in the stern is doing.

Facing each other means you can spoil each
other with lure changes, unhooking fish, food,
drinks, etc. But it’s not just the romance with
your lady or bromance with your mates the face
to face seating enhances; if the two dads are
taking the kids fishing to get them out of mums
hair, things have become very easy: you can
watch the kids safely in the middle of the yak
where they are entertained yet not able to get
out of reach and into trouble! I can’t tell you how
much more fun this makes family kayaking.
But get this; should you wish to ditch everyone
and get a little ‘Me’ time, there is a single/
middle seat option! That gives you the biggest,
baddest single person yak in town by a country
mile.
Transport? The PA 17T is in most instances
transported on a trailer. This is proving quite
handy: leave the yak on the trailer in the back
yard, and when you need it simply hitch it on and
off you go. No more loading on and off the roof
each time you need it, or need to store it.
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It soon dawned on me that the real revolution
here is that you can easily share a first class
fishing boat with others, all while getting the
kayak experience. Nothing is lost, like plying
through the water with just the magic sound of
the bow slicing the waves and the water lapping
the hull. Then along the way you see you see
cool stuff up close like fish, birds, lizards,
turtles and dolphins.
The Beach Cart (Accessory) means you can still
launch the craft on your own where there are
no ramps and hence get to magic spots where
there is little fishing pressure and hence great
fishing!
I like a little light exercise while fishing, I like to
come back smiling not guilty that I didn’t move
much and haven’t earned a nice meal (read
couple of beers), so that box is ticked too.
There are other factors I like about kayaks in
general, such as the lack of fuel and registration
costs, and I love the fact that maintenance time
is practically non-existent. But most of all, as
regular readers will know, it’s the close-quarter
stealth of the Hobie Mirage Drive that has led to
some of my biggest and most exciting catches
yet.
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All this being said; while I think the PA 17T is
clearly the number one choice for a tandem
kayak for my needs, you’ll find that Hobie also
make a Tandem Island designed for sailing/
fishing, and the Tandem Oasis mentioned above.
Any of these or a number of single mirage drive
Hobies may fit your needs better, but this can
only be assessed by dropping into a Hobie
dealer to have a look (Dealers can be found at
hobiecat.com.au or Freecall 1800 4HOBIE)
In summary the PA 17T was specifically designed
and tweaked extensively for anglers and will
definitely expand the kayak Fishing Horizons for
Aussies. On the speed, comfort and fishabilty
front, there’s no Tandem Kayak like it anywhere
on the planet.
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BEMM RIVER
ROUND 1: VICTORIA

HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES 2016

IN AN EPIC START TO THE 2016 HOBIE FISHING CALENDAR, AND THE FIRST OF 5 QUALIFYING TOURNAMENTS
FOR THE 6TH HOBIE FISHING WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS, 105 ANGLERS DESCENDED ON THE TINY BREAM
FISHING MECCA OF BEMM RIVER IN EAST GIPPSLAND, VICTORIA.
A favourite on the Hobie Fishing circuit, Bemm
River always delivers the goods and once again
did not disappoint. The tournament fell on the
right moon with the mouth of the inlet which had
been open for the past 7 months, finally closed
just days prior to the competition. With the inlet
mouth closed and water levels up, scattered
cloud cover and reasonable wind conditions
through most of the round, Bemm showed little
sign of pressuring up under the weight of 105
Anglers.
Full bags were commonplace with 85% of the
field returning to the weigh-in with three bream
on both days of the tournament. Weights were
impressive with the top 20 all weighing in 5kg
and above over the two days.

A consistent performance from Chris Lyons
from Rosanna in Victoria took him to the top
of the leader board on the final day, moving up
from third place and adding 2.6kg to his day one
result for a total of 6 bream weighing in at 5.8kg.
Chris was followed Kevin Varty from Nowra in
New South Wales, who held on to his day one
2nd position with 6 for 5.25kg. Paul Malov from
Bentleigh Victoria rounded out the podium
placings with 6 for 5.16kg.

LYONS THIRD TIME LUCKY
Chris Lyons from Rosanna in Victoria roared to
the top of the leader board on day two to take
out the first round of the series and grab the
lion’s share of points in the chase for a place
on the team to represent Australia in the 2016
Hobie Fishing World Championship.

Strategies Day One: “I pre-fished Bemm on
Friday to find spots that were holding fish and
ended up at Mahoganies.
Where did you fish? “I headed straight back up
to the entrance where I had located all of the
fish the day before. I found the fish still there,
and I worked a 100m stretch of bank and by
8am I had a 42cm and a 40cm. I kept working
the edge and the flats in the same 100m area
where there were plenty of fish in the low 30cm
range. Everyone else who had been in the same
location seemed to have left the area and moved
down to the inlet opens in the estuary and were
working the centre of the channel with vibes.
There were plenty of boats in the area watching
what we were doing. I kept working the edges
and pulled in a 37cm on a Deep Diver Spike
prawn pattern. I had my bag for the first session.

How were you feeling going into Day 2: “I have
done 7 tournaments now and three at Bemm,
I had a good bag on the board and knew it was
really hard to come up with two big bags back to
back. I was feeling really relaxed in the morning
as I hadn’t really expected to do that well, and
with the quality of the top 15 anglers with Paul
Malov, Joel Crosbie and the like chasing me
with just 400g separating us, it was anyone’s
game. I was pretty happy with what I had already
done but I was still hoping for fish”.
0Strategies Day Two: “I went straight back to
the front from the starting line to find 3 tinnies,
who had been watching me catch the fish the
day before, already sitting there lined up in the
spot I had worked the day before. I went around
them and on my second cast I hooked a 41cm
Black Bream. Then the boats moved off the bank
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to follow another competitor when they saw
him catching fish on vibes in the centre. I then
moved back into my favoured spot but found
nothing, so I moved right up to the front where
the water washes over the bank (it wasn’t at
the time) there were “yellows” and “blacks” up
there and I got a 35 and a 38 and that was my
bag for the day”.
Winning Ways: “Probably working that 100m
stretch of bank and throwing into the edges and
flats and not into the middle of the channel”.
Do you have a comment on the venue? “I really
like Bemm. I would have to say that Bemm
River and Marlo are my two favourite spots for
catching bream”.
What are your thoughts on a worlds campaign,
now you have made such a great start? : “I work
for myself and it is really difficult to find the
time to compete. I wasn’t going to try and notch
up 3 world’s qualifiers before, but now that I’m
leading with maximum points, I might have to
try to find the time to head to Mallacoota and
hopefully Forster”.
Lyons took home a huge prize payout of $2990
and over $400 in sponsor prizes.

TACKLE USED
• Lure: Lucky Craft Flash Minnow Chartreuse
Shad
• Leader: 3lb Sunline Sniper FC
• Rod: Daiwa Infeet
• Reel: Daiwa Steez 2004
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VARTY STAYS IN SECOND SPOT
2014 Hobie Fishing World’s 3rd place getter,
Kevin Varty from Nowra in New South Wales
came into the round with low expectations not
having fished Bemm River before.
“I normally like to fish deep and it was just really
shallow. I headed up to the entrance and started
throwing plastics in about 10-12 foot of water.
When they started biting and I started landing
them my first impressions changed”.
When asked if he was going to make run at
qualifying for the worlds Varty replied,
“I’m just going to try and fish as many worlds
qualifying rounds as possible this year and see
what happens”.
Varty took home a $1560 cheque and over $300
in sponsor prizes.

TACKLE USED
• Rod: Daiwa Drunken Monkey & Daiwa Itchy
Twitchy
• Reel: Shimano Stradic 1000
• Lure: ZMan GrubZ in various Colours
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NEW DIVISIONS

MORTGAGE CORP MONSTER MOVER

Hobie has introduced divisions as an exciting
way to encourage new anglers to try their
hand at tournament kayak fishing. All anglers
compete in the general category but there are
also Youth (16-21), Women’s, Masters (60-64)
and Grand Masters (65+) divisions which provide
another layer of incentive to anglers.

Monster Mover for the most improved over the
two days. 540g separated top to bottom over
two days of tight competition. Osborne brought
home a small bag of .83kg on day one and sat at
the bottom of the division but he smashed it on
the second day with 2.92kg and took home over
$500 in prizes.

Nathan Prezioso from Victoria took out the Youth
Division with 6 for 4.52kg fighting off a strong
performance from fellow Victorian Steven Pryke
on 4.35kg. Prezioso went into day two trailing
Pryke by 180g but his solid bag on day two
allowed him to come from behind to give him
a 170g lead and take home the inaugural Youth
Division competition.

HOG’S BREATH CAFÉ BOSS HOG BIG
BREAM AWARD

Michelle Carmody from New South Wales
picked up the Women’s category with 6 for
4.3kg in an encouraging field of seven female
competitors. Tracey Wright from NSW was
leading the Womens Division on day one with
a 2.44 bag, that had her in 17 position overall
in the 105 angler field. Carmody sitting in 59th
overall and 3rd in the Womens Division started
strongly on the second day with early catches
and bagged out on the way home to snatch the
top female prize from Wright in the last half
hour of competition.
In the tightest finish of the weekend Masters
Division winner Tony Curwen from Victoria
scooped the top spot with 6 for 4.35 nudging out
Gary Hanson by just 10g. Curwen was leading
on day one with 2.81kg to Hanson’s 2.21kg but
just managed to hold out the strong 2.13kg day
two bag of Hanson with his 1.54kg prize winning
bag.
The Grand Masters Division was tight across the
board with Allan Osborne from Victoria taking
the top place in the category with 5 for 3.75 as
well as picking up the Mortgage Corp

There was an amazing finish to the Hog’s Breath
Café Boss Hog Big Bream competition with
Aaron Williams (Vic), Michelle Gamble (Vic) and
Paul Malov (Vic) all bagging bream weighing in
at 1.24kg. Williams hooked his on a Flash J Grub
3.1” on a Decoy Violence 31F Jighead, Gamble
caught hers on a ZMan GrubZ in Motor Oil on
a Jig Pro Jighead and Malov also enticed his
big bream on a ZMan GrubZ in Motor Oil.Total
Bream Caught: 548

THE NUMBERS
ANGLERS:105
FULL BAGS: 70
TOTAL FISH: 548
TOTAL WEIGHT: 372.55KG
HEAVIEST BAG: 2.63KG
HEAVIEST BREAM: 1.24KG
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